Solvent interactions and conformational choice in a core N-glycan segment: gas phase conformation of the central, branching trimannose unit and its singly hydrated complex.
The intrinsic conformational preferences and structures of the branched trimannoside, alpha-phenyl 3,6-di-O-(alpha-D-mannopyranosyl)-alpha-D-mannopyranoside (which contains the same carbohydrates found in a key subunit of the core pentasaccharide in N-glycans) and its singly hydrated complex, have been investigated in the gas phase isolated at low temperature in a molecular beam expansion. Conformational assignments of their infrared ion dip spectra, based on comparisons between experiment and ONIOM (B3LYP/6-31+G(d):HF/6-31G(d)) and single-point MP2 calculations have identified their preferred structures and relative energies. The unhydrated trimannoside populates a unique structure supported by two strong, central hydrogen bonds linking the central mannose unit (CM), and its two branches (3M and 6M) closely together, through a cooperative hydrogen-bonding network: OH4(CM)-->OH6(3M)-->OH6(6M). A closely bound structure is also retained in the singly hydrated oligosaccharide, with the water molecule bridging across the 3M and 6M branches to provide additional bonding. This structure contrasts sharply with the more open, entropically favored trimannoside structure determined in aqueous solution at 298 K. In principle this structure can be accessed from the isolated trimannoside structure by a simple conformational change, a twist about the alpha(1,3) glycosidic linkage, increasing the dihedral angle psi[C1(3M)-O3(3M)-C3(CM)-C2(CM)] from approximately 74 degrees to approximately 146 degrees to enable accommodation of a water molecule at the centrally bound site occupied by the hydroxymethyl group on the 3M ring and mediation of the water-linked hydrogen-bonded network: OH4(CM) -->OH(W)-->OH6(6M). The creation of a "water pocket" motif localized at the bisecting axis of the trimannoside is strikingly similar to the structure of more complex N-glycans in water, suggesting perhaps a general role for the "bisecting" OH4 group in the central (CM) mannose unit.